
Tomahawk Manufacturing Is Growing! 

Same great name, same great product, Tomahawk Manufacturing 

1204 Pilgrim Road, Plymouth Wisconsin 53073 

- Stainless steel hydraulic tank  

- Stainless steel right angle gear box 

- NEMA style doors with heavy duty cam locks 

- Newest version of Allen Bradley controls 

- Heavy duty reinforced frames 

- Optional Multi Flow ™ design, doubling your production 

while reducing wear and tear on your  machine’s parts and 

tooling  

To better meet the growing demand for our new forming machines we have 

moved to a new 23,000 sq. ft. state of the art facility. 

Just because we changed locations doesn’t mean we are changing the way 

we do business. All the luxuries of a big business while holding on to our 

family values.  

Listen.    Improve.    Serve. 

All the products you need from one vendor with one 

goal in mind; your bottom dollar. 

Come see what’s formed us into the leader of  innovative ideas 

and products. 

To complement our new location we are still producing quality forming 

tooling in our machine shop, still conveniently located just down the road. 















































Tomahawk Manufacturing….Your Source for 

Forming Machine Replacement Parts! 

 

 

We understand, downtime is painful! You need 

replacement parts fast that work: and are    

affordable. No matter what OEM machine, 

choose Tomahawk forming parts! 

 

 

Top 5 Reasons to Choose Tomahawk Forming 

Parts…. 

 

 

 COMPETITIVE PRICES that beat the 

OEM. You will save money. Experience 

what others already know.  

 

 FAST SERVICE. 98% of parts ship within 

48 hours from our generous inventory to 

meet the 24/7 speed of your business.  

 

 QUALITY better than, or equal to OEM. 

Why? We test our materials with inde-

pendent labs to assure compliance with 

performance standards. Over 27 years  

specializing in forming parts enables us to 

deliver parts you can count on.  

 

 PARTS IMPROVEMENTS, not just parts. 

Downtime is expensive. For example, we 

developed a TXL shuttle bearing that lasts 

in excess of a year, needs no oiling, and 

replaces an OEM aluminum bronze     

bearing that needed planned oiling and 

changing multiple times over a year.    

Imagine the savings! 

 

 FRIENDLY, COMPETENT SERVICE. 

Tomahawk technical service support work 

seamlessly together to solve your parts 

problem. When you call for parts, the 

same knowledgeable, friendly team will 

help you.  

 

LISTEN. IMPROVE. SERVE. 

Tomahawk Parts Experience the Success 



Tooling Optimization Program (TOP) 

 
 Approximately 25% Cost Savings on all tooling 

 

 Exceptional customer service with the quickest Turnaround in the industry (Design to End Product) 

 Standard Mold Plates-2-3 Working Days 

 3D Design-2 Weeks 

 1
st
 Rework No Charge-Customer pays shipping 

 

 Tooling Support-No Charge 

Plant visits that include tooling training and audits which WILL extend the life of your tooling 

and SAVE you money! 

 

 Product Formulation 

The Tomahawk team not only leads the industry in creative engineering and machining but has 

vast product experience with meat formulations, grinding, and forming. We understand meat 

science and can help with your upcoming projects to ensure success. 

 

 Mold Plate Optimization 

We will work with individual plants collecting data to determine when a  mold plate has worn 

past its useful life. Next, we determine a payback number and when to order a new plate which 

will pay for itself due to less giveaway, leakage, and shape quality. 

 

This data is recorded on an Interactive Mold Plate wear spreadsheet. We train personnel how to 

measure, what to look for and how to enter data assisting in the decision to use or replace the 

plate. 

 

A tooling gauge is used to assist plant personnel with inspecting Mold Plates and tooling. 

 

 Reduce Product loss 

We can assist you in reducing product leakage via tooling or Pump Box analysis. Then we can  

justify purchasing new tooling or an anti-leak window by demonstrating payback of the items 

due to the reduction of leakage. 

  

Tooling (Breather Plate) Rework Results in Savings 

We will work with your plant personel to determine the most cost-effective way to evaluate your 

tooling. A reworked breather plate typically costs about 20% of a new one. We will  give you 

honest evaluations and work hard to save you money on your tooling. 



Tomahawk Parts Program 

 

 

    Our quality parts will perform equal or better than OEM.  We stand behind our parts with a money 

back guarantee and strive to build relationships to earn your business. 

 

 We have top quality engineers that will work with your engineers and maintenance personel to make 

better parts that will SAVE you money! 

 

 We will work with you to make improvements using your ideas to increase efficiencies in your     

production while decreasing your down time.  We are willing to invest the time to increase your bottom 

line. 

 

 We own our machining facility with state of the art equipment, which allows us to give you the  quick 

turn-around time that can be vital to your company. 

 

 We have engineered parts and improvements that will surpass OEM, which will result in lower 

   maintenance costs and less frequent rebuilds. 

 

 We are a family-owned company that understands the meat industry and the demands the             

environment puts on your equipment. 

 

 All we want is a chance to show you our capabilities and you will find what many other companies 

that have given us the chance have found.  We have a money back guarantee with experienced staff that 

can help you with your orders which will save you time. 

 

Just give us a try and we will SAVE YOU MONEY with our quality parts program! 


